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Most Popular Malware Threats and How to Avoid
Them

Impersonating police, holding computers for ransom, and creating fake software. These are

just a few of the new tactics cybercrooks are using to get into your personal computers and

your wallets. They do this by way of viruses and malware installed on desktop computers and

laptop computers. Some estimates say the illegal malware industry stole more than $4.5

billion from Americans last year.

It used to be that malware infections simply made your computer run slowly. Now, they can

quite literally take over your computer, and in some cases, demand a ransom for returning it

to its normal operating state.

A few of the most insidious examples of infections that the malware experts at

EnigmaSoftware.com have identi�ed to �t into this category of malware are listed

below.

—Ransomware. This malware creates bogus pop-up messages on your computer saying all

of your �les have been encrypted and the only way to “release” them is by paying a steep fee –

or ransom. One of the most prevalent versions of this infection today is called CTB Locker.

Look at the frightening message that appears when computers are infected with it.
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Figure 1. CTB Locker ransomware message screenshot

It tells users their personal �les are encrypted and “you only have 72 hours to submit the

payment. If you do not send money with in provided time, all your �les will be permanently

crypted and no one will be able to recover them.”

Now, most people might realize this threat is bogus. But when tens of thousands of

computers have this infection, it only takes a few scared victims to grant the hackers behind

these schemes a handsome payday.

–Police Ransomware. This version is similar to the ransomware mentioned above, except it

also adds the twist of impersonating a law enforcement agency. In these infections, pop-up

messages purporting to be from law enforcement agencies claim they’ve detected illegal

activity on your computer and the only way to avoid prosecution is by immediately paying a

�ne. Look at the logo in the upper left-hand corner the pop-up message below. It claims to be

from the University of California-Irvine Police Department

Figure 2. FBI ransomware example screenshot

The bottom of the message says “to unlock your computer and to avoid other legal

consequences, you are obligated to pay a release fee of $200.” The researchers at

EnigmaSoftware.com have even found numerous examples of malware infections purporting

to be from the FBI.

–Rogue Anti-Spyware programs

A third very tricky type of infection is an application that pretends to be a legitimate anti-

spyware program. In this case, users will see a pop-up message that says a scan of your

computer has revealed an infection. And that if you pay now, you can register for a program

that will wipe the infection away. The only problem is the infection and the system scan are all

fake. Once you purchase such a program, the bogus infection will appear to go away for a

period of time. But a few weeks later the software may “�nd” another infection and demand

more money to remove it. Here’s an example of one of the bogus messages from a rogue

anti-spyware infection called Home Malware Cleaner.
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Figure 3. Home Malware Cleaner rogue anti-spyware program warning noti�cation screenshot

It’s easy to see how a message like this can trick someone into thinking their computer has a

virus and that they need to pay to have it removed.

How do these infections end up on millions of computers nationwide? A lot of people

incorrectly think that the only way these infections can get on computers is if someone is

spending time in seedier places online: adult web sites, gambling web sites, illegal movie

download sites. And while those sites do often contain viruses, there are plenty of ways that

even the most mindful people can fall victim.

In most cases, malware infections are installed on computers because someone has been

tricked into clicking on a link that opens up an application or a website containing the

malware.

Below are a couple of the most e�ective ways crooks trick people into clicking on links.

–Compromised social media accounts

Cybercrooks know that if they can gain access to your Facebook, Pinterest or Twitter account,

they can send fake messages to your friends and followers that look like they are coming from

you. Those messages have links to potentially malicious sites in most cases. Here’s an

example of what one of those messages look like.

Figure 4. Potentially malicious social media message screenshot

The message above in Figure 4 has enticing language that naturally makes you want to click

on the link, especially since it’s coming from one of your trusted friends or followers.

–Fake emails from trusted companies/organizations

Cybercrooks and hackers can create authentic-looking emails that seem like they are coming

from either businesses or government organizations you interact with. One of the most

common fake emails this time of year comes in the form of IRS notices about taxes.

Sometimes the emails will claim there is a problem with your tax �ling and that you need to

click on a link in order to resolve it. Usually, with a malicious email claiming to be from the IRS,
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the link leads to a malicious site or one that downloads malware onto your computer. In the

case of the fake IRS email below in Figure 5, cybercrooks have attached what they claim is a

form that needs to be �lled out for a tax exemption. In reality, when that attachment is

opened, a malicious infection is installed.

Figure 5. Example of a malicious and fake IRS email with a malware attachment

Other tricks include fake emails from major online retailers telling you there is a problem with

your recent order. The link to �x the problem actually contains malware. Those emails are

particularly e�ective during the holiday shopping season when more people are buying more

products online.

So with all of these threats online, how can someone safely surf and be con�dent they wont

be exposed to infections?

Here are a few simple tips for staying safe online and evading popular malware threats.

–Think about that link. If you get a message via one of your social media accounts with a link

in it, be very wary. Same with emails. Understand that the IRS will never communicate with

you via email. And if you get a message about a problem with an online order, instead of

clicking on the link in the message, open up your web browser and go to the main page of the

online retailer’s web site yourself.

–Install a trusted anti-spyware/anti-virus program on your computer, and make sure you set it

to scan and update automatically. That way you don’t have to remember to do it.

—Keep an eye out for your senior friends and relatives. Senior citizens are online a lot and

may not be as proactive about applying the latest information or warnings related to internet

safety. Some of our research indicates that seniors might actually be more susceptible to

malware infections than younger computer users. That’s due in part to the fact that seniors

may not be as technologically savvy, and tend to have older computers and operating systems

that are more susceptible to malware infections.

The crooks know there are billions of dollars to be made by lying, cheating, and stealing from

any of the millions of people who are online every day. As more people do more things online,

the opportunity for fraud will only grow. But by being vigilant, cautious, and proactive, you can

dramatically reduce your chances of getting swindled.

Copyright 2015, EnigmaSoftware.com Senior Vice President of Technology Patrick Morganelli
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